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Embark on a powerful journey through the darkness into
the beauty and peace of the light.
Told with poignant, passionate prose that seems like
conversational poetry and reflects universal themes of love,
life, sorrow, joy and gratitude, AN AFFAIR IN THE VALLEY: A
COLLECTION OF POEMS forms a powerful and moving
testament to the world with her great people. Echoing author
Steve Jackson's journey through hardship and darkness, this
exquisite collection explores both the dark and the light, from
sorrow to rapture, and his ascent to a place of peace.
Steve sees the light because he's felt the darkness, living for
months out of his pickup with no end in sight. But through this,
he was liberated and delivered to witness the beauty of life
around him, a life where people climb from sorrow's abyss to
stand on love's common ground, the world, home in the stars.
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AN AFFAIR IN THE VALLEY is passionate poetry about
openings, opening the door to home, to the greatness of a
strong heart with room for others and strength to share laughter and tears. These thoughts and stories have
been scraped off the wall of Steve's everyday life and carefully sifted through an exquisite prism of
awareness. Steve sees the morning because he's lived through and felt the darkness. He's heard a
hundred silent doors slam behind him. But there is no bitterness here. His conversational poetry is an
accessible, glowing testament of a conscientious witness with an uncanny knack for isolating precise words
and the exact inflection of a moment, which he freezes into language that allows a reader to extract poetry's
purest essence.

If Dante's Inferno is a guided descent into the hideous abyss, AN AFFAIR IN THE VALLEY: A
COLLECTION OF POEMS is the reverse, an ascendance into light and the lightness of being, an affirmation
that "This is your home, the universe. The universe loves you."

Steve Jackson is an award-winning, internationally published poet. His first
two books, Wade in the Water and An Affair in the Valley: A Collection of
Poems were published by Los Angeles Poet Press. Steve’s third book, The
Harbor, was published by Dr Karunesh Agrawal, managing editor of the Taj
Majal Review in New Dehli, India. When Steve Jackson was a child, he began
to feel that books are the soul of the human race. He began a quest to try to
tell a story of people achieving an ideal with each other where people can see
their soul in each other. He defines the soul as an expression of honest love.
Steve studied English literature in college and went on to work in the music
business in Los Angeles where he wrote songs and poems. His quest led him
to reside near the mountains of Colorado where he lives and writes.
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